Web Application Developer - Intern

The Company
Econais is an exciting startup providing solutions for the Internet of Things market.

Thesis Summary
Come join a team of creative, energetic, and enthusiastic engineers developing the next-generation software platform for the Internet of Things. We are looking for talented individuals who enjoy creating software for the Internet of Things, prototyping concepts, investigating new technologies, and ultimately delivering high-quality products.

Good to have
- Some experience in coding web applications, either front-end web tier (JavaScript, AJAX, HTML, CSS) or back end (Java, SQL)
- Familiarity with many TCP/IP networking & related protocols (such as HTTP, FTP, SSH, TLS/SSL).
- Familiarity with software development in Linux/UNIX environments using a variety of programming and scripting languages including Java, Python, C, C++ and/or bash

Description
As an Intern, you’ll be responsible for designing and enhancing various web apps of our new IoT suite (frontend/backend) and build the required APIs for interfacing with a number of microcontrollers and smart phone clients.

Position
The candidate will work in our Greek offices in Patras.

How to Apply
To apply for this vacancy please send your CV to earleti@econais.com